Picture Books

Barnett, Mac
091583 Jack And Santa. When Jack finds himself on the naughty list, he comes up with a plan to make his Christmas bright. Jack Book Bk. 7. il. Pizzoli, Greg. [IL 4-8] 80 pages Harper E $22.11

Beaty, Andrea
100459 One Girl. A lyrical book on the power of reading and writing and how one child can change the world. il. Phumiruk, Dow. [IL 5-7] 40 pages Abrams E $20.01

Benton, Jim
111732 Recipe For Disaster. When Franny K. Stein sees that the fundraisers for the art and music departments at her school aren't making enough money, she decides to take matters into her own hands. Franny K. Stein, Mad Scientist Bk. 9. il. [IL 6-10] 128 pages Simon E $19.31

Brett, Jan
149221 Cozy. A group of clever animals find an unusual but warm and furry home during Alaska's long winter in the author's newest snowy adventure. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Putnam E $21.41

Cronin, Doreen
251041 Click, Clack, Good Night. Can Farmer Brown stay awake long enough to see Duck off to dreamland, or is a good night's sleep just a dream? il. Lewin, Betsy. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Atheneum E $20.71

Dean, James
264730 Pete The Cat: Crayons Rock! When his friends aren't exactly impressed by the portraits he draws of them, Pete's confidence in his artistic ability is shaken. Luckily, Pete remembers "there are no mistakes in art" and draws a fun picture that he loves using his big groovy box of crayons. Pete The Cat. il. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Harper E $12.92

264738 Pete The Cat: Super Pete. When there's trouble, it's up to Pete the Cat's alter ego, Super Pete, to save the day! I Can Read Book. Level 1. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper E $12.92

264729 Pete The Kitty And The Unicorn's Missing Colors. Pete the Kitty's friend Stevie the unicorn somehow lost all the colors in her rainbow tail. It's a good thing Pete has his magical paintbrush to help out! Together, they search for the missing colors of the rainbow. My First I Can Read Book. Pete The Kitty. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper E $12.92

264791 Pete The Kitty: Ready, Set, Go-Cart! Pete the Kitty is excited to build his very own go-cart. But things don't go as planned. My First I Can Read Book. Pete The Kitty. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper E $12.92

Feiffer, Jules
327989 Smart George. The beloved dog learns numbers and math during an imaginative dream! Sequel to Bark, George. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper E $20.71

Gaiman, Neil
363903 Pirate Stew. When Mom and Dad go out for the night, the babysitters who show up aren't like any babysitters you've ever seen. It's an entire grizzled pirate crew! il. Riddell, Chris. [IL 4-8] 48 pages Harper E $22.11

Henkes, Kevin
438037 Sun Flower Lion. Uses simple shapes, limited colors, and an engaging text to tell Lion's story for young children just learning how to read on their own. (Postponed from Fall 2019) il. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Greenwillow E $21.41

John, Jory
492152 First Day Critter Jitters. It's almost the first day of school, and the animals are nervous. But the animals all figure out how to help one another through their jitters. il. Climo, Liz. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Dial E $20.71

492184 Probably A Unicorn. A rhinoceros is convinced he's a unicorn—and wants to convince you, too. il. Steele, K-Fai. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Farrar E $20.71

Kann, Victoria
506855 Pinkalicious And The Pinkettes. Pinkalicious and her friends want to start a band, but they don't have any instruments! I Can Read Book. Level 1. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper E $12.92

Kirk, Daniel
520584 Newton And Curie: The Science Squirrels. Newton the squirrel decides to try his own science experiments with the help of his little sister, Curie. il. [IL 5-9] 40 pages Abrams E $20.71

London, Jonathan
584818 Froggy For President! Both Froggy and Frogilina are running for class president, and both have compelling platforms—but which candidate will voters choose? il. Remkiewicz, Frank. [IL 3-7] 32 pages Viking E $20.01

Ludwig, Trudy
590106 Power Of One: Every Act Of Kindness Counts. When one child reaches out in friendship to a classmate who seems lonely, she begins a chain reaction of kindness that ripples throughout her school. il. Curato, Mike. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Knopf E $20.71

Rex, Adam
747772 On Account Of The Gum. Serious humor abounds in this story about one kid's hilarious misadventures with gum, and the cumulative buildup of stuff stuck in hair. il. [IL 5-8] 56 pages Chronicle E $20.71

Rylant, Cynthia
773933 Poppleton At Christmas. Christmas is all around Poppleton! He buys gifts for his friends. And he makes a special Christmas wish! Poppleton Bk. 7. il. Teague, Mark. [IL 5-7] 64 pages Scholastic E $12.67
Verde, Susan
908022 I Am One: A Book Of Action. This rousing call-to-action reminds us of the power of our voices, and encourages young readers to make a difference through our actions, words, and mindsets. I Am Books. Il. Reynolds, Peter H. (Peter Hamilton) [IL 4-8] 40 pages Abrams $18.61

Wiesner, David
945273 Robobaby. It's big sister to the rescue when a new baby is delivered to a family of robots and the adults are flummoxed by technical difficulties. Il. [IL 4-7] 32 pages Clarion E $20.71

Willems, Mo
949547 I Want To Sleep Under The Stars. Zoom Squirrel dreams of sleeping under the night stars. The Squirrel pals are excited to help! But will their environment be enough—or too much? Unlimited Squirrels. Il. [IL 4-8] 96 pages Hyperion E $17.21

Yolen, Jane
973356 How Do Dinosaurs Show Good Manners? Join these troublesome dinosaurs as their best manners are put to the task. Il. Teague, Mark. [IL 3-5] 40 pages Blue Sky Press E $20.71

Set $35547 of 24 books @ $446.85

Chapter Books/Elementary Novels

Adler, David A.
043805 Run, Mo, Run! Mo is the star of his school’s track-and-field meet! Il. [IL 6-7] 32 pages Viking E $18.61

Arnold, Tedd
070044 Fly Guy And Fly Girl: Night Fright. Buzz and Liz go to the zoo with their pets, Fly Guy and Fly Girl. Little do they know that something scary is about to happen... Il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Scholastic E $13.92

Auxier, Jonathan
076042 Willa The Wisp. Auggie is the caretaker at the Fabled Stables, a home for one-of-a-kind creatures. Fabled Stables Bk. 1. Il. Demidova, Olga. [IL 6-9] 96 pages Amulet Fic $17.21

Barnett, Mac
091678 Sound Of Danger. Mac must navigate secret tunnels beneath the Berlin Wall in order to retrieve secret video game cheat codes from a Soviet scientist! Mac B. Kid Spy #5. Il. Lowery, Mike. [IL 7-10] 160 pages Orchard Fic $17.21

Boothby, Ian
134457 Sparks! Double Dog Dare. Sparks is in for trouble when he starts seeing double! In graphic novel format. Sparks! Bk. 2. Il. Matsumoto, Nina. [IL 7-10] 192 pages Scholastic 741 $18.61

Brown, Jeffrey
158113 Once Upon A Space-Time! What is meant to be an intra-species bonding experience soon turns to hijinx, without any adult commanders around to supervise. In graphic novel format. Il. [IL 8-12] 240 pages Crown 741 $18.61

Chabon, Michael
204168 Mystery Intruder. In this sequel, Awesome Man must prepare for his biggest threat yet—a new rival (aka a new baby brother)! Awesome Man Bk. 2. Il. Parker, Jake. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Harper E $21.41

Elliott, Rebecca
306965 Eva In The Spotlight. Treetopolis is putting on a play! But when it’s time for her moment in the spotlight, will Eva find the courage and a way to shine? Owl Diaries Bk. 13. Il. [IL 5-7] 80 pages Scholastic Fic $12.67

Griffiths, Andy
402324 130-Story Treehouse. The upgrades to the treehouse are still under construction and therefore super-duper top secret. [IL 6-10] 384 pages Feiwel and Friends Fic $17.91

Hale, Shannon
412096 Princess In Black And The Giant Problem. The Princess in Black is ready for her snowy playdate with the Goat Avenger and the Princess in Blankets. It’s a perfect day to build snow monsters and battle them for practice. Il. Pham, LeUyen. [IL 5-8] 96 pages Candlewick Fic $18.61

Kinney, Jeff

Martin, Ann M.
606737 Logan Likes Mary Annel! Mary Anne meets Logan Bruno, who just moved to Stonebrook and he might be interested in joining the BSC. In graphic novel format. Baby-Sitters Club Bk. 8. Il. Galligan, Gale. [IL 8-12] 176 pages Scholastic 741 $15.81

McDonald, Megan
623661 Stink And The Hairy Scary Spider. Stink's spider phobia spurs his sister, Judy, and friend Webster to try some desensitization techniques—until a real-life encounter takes them by surprise. Il. Reynolds, Peter H. (Peter Hamilton) [IL 6-9] 160 pages Candlewick Fic $18.61

Patterson, James

Pilkey, Dav
717066 Dog Man: Grime And Punishment. The Supa Buddies bamboozled the baddies, but all’s not right in the world. Dog Man has a new problem to pound, and he’s going to need his entire pack to help him. Will he go barking up the wrong tree? In graphic novel format. Dog Man Bk. 9. Il. [IL 7-10] 240 pages Scholastic 741 $17.21
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Potter, Ellen
727862 **Boo Beast.** A human boy and a young Sasquatch venture out into the North Woods on their own to earn their Bimbling Badge. _Big Foot And Little Foot Bk. 4._ il. Sala, Felicita. [IL 6-9] 144 pages Amulet Fic **$17.91**

Schmidt, Gary D.
786821 **Long Road On A Short Day.** A tender story of a father-son adventure with themes of community and kindness, in short chapters. il. Yelchin, Eugene. [IL 7-9] 64 pages Clarion Fic **$20.71**

Tarsis, Lauren
872541 **I Survived California Wildfires, 2018.** One child battles the devastating 2018 fire season in California, the deadliest in 100 years and the most destructive in history. _I Survived #20._ il. [IL 7-10] 144 pages Scholastic Fic **$13.12**

Watson, Tom
922612 **Stick Dog Meets His Match.** Stick Dog embarks on another epic quest to get his paws on some grub. But this time he meets a lovely pup who throws his action plan off course. il. [IL 8-12] 224 pages Harper Fic **$17.21**

---

**Set $35548 of 21 books @ $355.52**

**Young Adult Novels**

Bell, Cece
105646 **El Deafo.** The classic graphic novel with forty extra pages of back matter, including photo references, early sketches, interviews, and more. il. [IL 8-12] 288 pages Amulet Fic **$22.11**

Brallier, Max
145100 **Last Kids On Earth And The Skeleton Road.** Jack, Quint, June and Dirk pack up shop and hit the road. They’ve got to find out where the Tower is before the planet is doomed forever! _Last Kids On Earth._ [IL 8-12] 250 pages Viking Fic **$17.91**

Colfer, Eoin
230476 **Fowl Twins Deny All Charges.** Artemis’s little brothers Myles and Beckett borrow the Fowl jet without permission, and it ends up as a fireball over Florida. The Fowl parents and fairy police force decide that enough is enough and the twins are placed under house arrest... _Fowl Twins Bk. 2._ [IL 10-14] 320 pages Disney-Hyperion Fic **$21.41**

Collins, Suzanne
231234 **Ballad Of Songbirds And Snakes.** When eighteen-year-old Coriolanus Snow is given the humiliating assignment of mentoring the female tribute from District 12, the lowest of low, their fates are completely intertwined—every choice Coriolanus makes could lead to favor or failure, triumph or ruin. Inside the arena, it will be a fight to the death. Outside the arena, Coriolanus starts to feel for his doomed tribute...and must weigh his need to follow the rules against his desire to survive no matter what it takes. _Hunger Games._ [IL 12-16] 528 pages Scholastic Fic **$27.71**

Creech, Sharon
249387 **One Time.** A girl discovers the endless possibilities her future may hold, with help from a brilliant teacher and a mysterious boy with a generous smile. il. [IL 8-12] 224 pages Harper Fic **$20.01**

Flanagan, John

Grabenstein, Chris
389891 **Mr. Lemoncello And The Titanium Ticket.** Inside Mr. Lemoncello’s one-of-a-kind Gamesworks Factory six lucky boys and girls are about to go on a spectacular scavenger hunt. (Postponed from Spring 2020) [IL 8-12] 288 pages Random Fic **$20.01**

Hahn, Mary Downing
410613 **Puppets’ Payback And Other Chilling Tales.** A group of tales with something ordinary—a pigeon, a white dress, a stranger on the bus, a puppet, and a sinister link to the supernatural. [IL 8-12] 176 pages Clarion Fic **$20.01**

Holm, Jennifer L.
460037 **Curtain Call.** Babymouse tries out for the school play. Babymouse. _Babymouse._ [IL 8-12] 224 pages Random Fic **$17.91**

Hunter, Erin
472233 **Darkness Within.** Squirrelflight, must bring to light an earth-shattering truth: the identity of the cat ruling ThunderClan while wearing Bramblestar’s face. _Warriors, The Broken Code Bk. 4._ [IL 8-12] 320 pages Harper Fic **$20.71**

472379 **Graystripe’s Vow.** As new tensions strain ThunderClan, Graystripe begins to wonder if the time of the Clans has ended. _Warriors, Super Edition._ il. [IL 8-12] 528 pages Harper Fic **$21.41**

472474 **Oathkeeper.** With the balance of the Bravelands at a breaking point, the Great Herd has found a common enemy to unite them: Titan, a rogue lion. _Bravelands #6._ il. [IL 8-12] 352 pages Harper Fic **$20.01**

Kinney, Jeff
519757 **Rowley Jefferson’s Awesome Friendly Adventure.** Greg Heffley’s friend, Rowley Jefferson, imagines an epic adventure with Garg the Barbarian as they leave the safety of their village and embark on a quest to save Roland’s mom from the White Warlock. (Postponed from Spring 2020) _Diary Of An Awesome Friendly Kid Bk. 2._ il. [IL 8-12] 224 pages Amulet Fic **$18.61**

Lupica, Mike
590730 **Triple Threat.** A young girl joins the boy’s football team. [IL 10-14] 256 pages Philomel Fic **$20.71**

Nielsen, Jennifer A.
676471 **Captive Kingdom.** Jaron leads as the Ascendant King with Imogen beside him—but the hard won peace is not destined to last long. _Ascendance Bk. 4._ [IL 10-14] 336 pages Scholastic Fic **$20.71**

Riordan, Rick
755008 **Tower Of Nero.** Will the Greek god Apollo, cast down to earth in the pathetic moral form of a teenager named Lester Papadopoulos, finally regain his place on Mount Olympus? _Trials Of Apollo Bk. 5._ [IL 10-14] 448 pages Disney-Hyperion Fic **$22.11**

Russell, Rachel Renee
773435 **Tales From A Not-So-Posh Paris Adventure.** Nikki Maxwell deals with the trials and triumphs of middle school. _Dork Diaries Bk. 15._ il. [IL 9-13] 320 pages Aladdin Fic **$18.61**

---
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Stine, R. L. 854687 My Friend Slappy. Thanks to bullies Travis and Kenny, Barton Suggs, class brain, is known as “Sluggs.” Lizzie Hellman is his only friend. When his dad brings him Slappy to help him become less shy, he brings it to school for a presentation. Chaos erupts as Slappy comes to life and wreaks havoc on Barton’s classmates. Barton isn’t terrified. He’s thrilled! And Slappy soon becomes his best friend. But when Slappy gets jealous of Lizzie, they will have to destroy him before he destroys the whole school! Goosebumps Slappyworld #12. [IL 8-12] 160 pages Scholastic Fic $13.92

Sutherland, Tui 866418 Dangerous Gift. Tensions are higher than ever as we prepare for a fight for the survival of dragonkind! Wings Of Fire Bk. 14. [IL 8-12] 336 pages Scholastic Fic $20.01

Voigt, Cynthia 911327 Little Bird. Little Bird, a tiny crow with a big imagination and an even bigger heart goes on a quest to return the flock’s lucky pendant. Il. Perkins, Lynne Rae. [IL 8-12] 160 pages Greenwillow Fic $20.01

Yang, Kelly 971389 Three Keys. The motel is struggling and a new immigration law is looming. But if anyone can find the key to getting through turbulent times, it’s Mia Tang! Sequel to Front Desk. [IL 8-12] 304 pages Scholastic Fic $20.01

Set S35549 of 21 books @ $425.32

Younger Nonfiction

Ben-Barak, Idan 107824 There’s A Skeleton Inside You! A hilarious book that takes a look inside our bodies to show what humans are made of. Il. Frost, Julian. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Roaring Brook 600 $19.31

Bishop, Nic 121920 Joey. A photo book on the rare interactions between a koala and her little one. Il. [IL 3-5] 32 pages Scholastic 599 $20.01


Clanton, Ben 215762 Curious Encounters: 1 to 13 Forest Friends. Children will have fun learning to count from 1 to 13 in this clever and imaginative book featuring Pacific Northwest critters engaged in curious activities and woven together by a young girl who goes on a hike. Il. Bagley, Jessixa. [IL 3-7] 32 pages Little Bigfoot 590 $20.71

Gibbons, Gail 376354 Apples. Explores anything and everything there is to know about the ever-present, ever-refreshing apple. Il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Holiday House 634 $21.41 376356 Spiders. An introduction to our eight-legged, web-spinning friends. Il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Holiday House 595 $21.41

Gomi, Taro 385528 Everyone Poops. At once a matter-of-fact yet breezy educational guide and a hilarious romp through poop territory, this colorful, content-rich picture book will continue to find an audience of curious and amused readers. Il. [IL 1-4] 36 pages Chronicle 612 $20.01

Jenkins, Steve 490967 Solar System: By The Numbers. Infographics that focuses on ever-astonishing outer space. By The Numbers. Il. [IL 6-9] 40 pages Houghton 500 $18.61 490968 Tiny Monsters: The Strange Creatures That Live On Us, In Us, And Around Us. Explores the menagerie of tiny and unusual creatures—arthropods (insects, mites, and spiders)—found in our lawns and gardens, our food, our beds, our clothes, and even our eyelashes. Il. Page, Robin. [IL 6-9] 40 pages Houghton 500 $20.71

Markle, Sandra 662849 If You Had An Animal Tongue? Explores what would happen if you looked in the mirror and saw an animal’s tongue instead of your own! What If You Had...? Il. McWilliam, Howard. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Scholastic 500 $12.67

Messer, Kate 659760 Over And Under The Rainforest. Discover the wonder that lies hidden among the roots, above the rivers, and under the leaves of the rainforest. Il. Neal, Christopher Silas. [IL 5-8] 48 pages Chronicle 591 $21.41

Montgomery, Sy 652309 Becoming A Good Creature. A picture book about the many surprising lessons animals have to teach us on friendship, compassion, and how to be a better creature in the world. Il. Green, Rebecca. [IL 4-7] 32 pages Houghton 590 $20.71


Title Entry

788409 Scholastic Book Of World Records 2021. All about the amazing world records, trending topics, jaw-dropping facts, and box office hits from the past year! Il. [IL 6-8] 320 pages Scholastic 031 $17.21

Sheneman, Drew 809678 Dinosaurs Are Not Extinct. This informative nonfiction picture book will tell kids the little-known story of how dinosaurs evolved in today’s birds. Il. [IL 4-8] 48 pages Harper 500 $21.41

Simon, Seymour 820337 Dinosaurs: Fact And Fable. Learn what we know about dinosaurs; what we still don’t know, and about the amazing new dinosaur discoveries being made every single day. Il. [IL 4-8] 48 pages Harper 500 $14.42
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